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Abstract

Games can be used to model different autonomous decision problems to find strategies ac-
cording to which the involved agents should act. When the agents in these problems cannot
differentiate between certain states, for example due to a damaged sensor, the modeled game is
said to be of imperfect information. The strategies in these types of games are much harder to
find compared to games of perfect information, and it becomes even harder to find strategies
when several agents are cooperating to solve a specific task in a so-called multi-player game
of imperfect information.

We study a multi-player variant of a well known knowledge-based subset construction for
games of imperfect information, which now considers a coalition of players working towards
a common goal. This generalized construction reduces uncertainty in a multi-player game of
imperfect information by creating a new, knowledge-based game. This reduction is useful since
winning strategies found in the knowledge-based game can be translated back into winning
strategies in the original game. The properties of this multi-player knowledge-based subset
construction (MKBSC) are still not fully known. Unlike the single-player knowledge-based
subset construction, the MKBSC is not guaranteed to give knowledge-based games of perfect
information, which complicates the strategy synthesis. It is possible to apply the construction
to the new game, creating another knowledge-based game of increased epistemic depth. It-
erating the construction on the knowledge-based games may cause an unbounded increase in
the number of states, causing the game to diverge.

We investigate the MKBSC by applying the construction to different multi-player games
of imperfect information and classify the properties in the original game that may cause the
constructed game to behave in certain ways. We observe that games which do not contain any
observation overlaps or cycles within the game graph always stabilize when the construction is
iterated on the game. These types of games are preferred when using the construction to create
games which simplify strategy synthesis, since the number and size of created knowledge-based
games is limited.
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Sammanfattning

Spel kan användas för att modellera olika typer av autonoma beslutsproblem för att hitta
strategier enligt vilka de ingående agenterna bör agera. När agenterna i problemen inte kan
skilja på specifika tillstånd, exempelvis på grund av en skadad sensor, säger vi att det mod-
ellerade spelet har ofullständig information. Strategierna i dessa spel är mycket svårare att
hitta jämfört med spel med fullständig information, och det blir ännu svårare när det är flera
samverkande agenter i ett så kallat flerspelarspel med ofullständig information.

Vi undersöker en flerspelarvariant av en välkänd kunskapsbaserad delmängdskonstruktion
för spel med ofullständig information, som istället behandlar koalitioner av spelare som sam-
marbetar mot ett gemensamt mål. Den här generaliserade konstruktionen reducerar osäker-
heten i ett flerspelarspel med ofullständig information genom att skapa ett nytt, kunskaps-
baserat spel. Denna reduktion är användbar eftersom vinnande strategier i det kunskapsbaser-
ade spelet kan översättas tillbaka till vinnande strategier i orginalspelet. Egenskaperna hos
denna kunskapsbaserade delmängdskonstruktion för flerspelarspel (MKBSC) är fortfarande
inte helt kända. Till skillnad från konstruktionen för enspelarspel är inte MKBSC:n garan-
terad att ge kunskapsbaserade spel av perfekt information, vilket komplicerar strategisyntesen.
Det är dessutom möjligt att applicera konstruktionen på det nya spelet och skapa ett nytt
kunskapsbaserat spel med ökat epistemsikt djup. Att iterera konstruktionen på de kunskaps-
baserade spelen kan orsaka en obegränsad ökning av mängden tillstånd, och få spelet att
divergera.

Vi undersöker MKBSC:n genom att applicera den på olika flerspelarspel med ofullständig
information och kategorisera egenskaper i det originalspelet som kan få det konstruerade spelet
att bete sig på vissa sätt. Vi observerar att spel som inte innehåller några överlappande
observationer eller cykler i spelgrafen alltid stabiliseras när konstruktionen itereras på spelet.
De här typen av spel föredras när konstruktionen används för att skapa spel som förenklar
strategisyntes, då antalen och storleken på de kunskapsbaserade spelen är begränsade.
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1 Introduction
Multi-player games against nature provide a way to model autonomous decision problems, such
as different robots and controllers cooperating to ensure the safe operation of a larger system. If
the agents have complete information about what state the game is in, it is said to be of perfect
information, but if an agent cannot tell the difference between two states (e.g. due to limitations
in sensory equipment) we have a game of imperfect information. We generally prefer to work
with games of perfect information, as when we try to find winning strategies in games of perfect
information, the easily synthesized memory-less strategies suffice.

When we allow imperfect information in the games we increase the complexity of our model,
making it suit more situations but at the same time making it harder to analyze. Memory-
based strategies, which are more difficult to synthesize, are usually required in games of imperfect
information. In the single-player case, there is an established method of dealing with games of
imperfect information: the Knowledge-Based Subset Construction (KBSC) transforms the game of
imperfect information into a new game of perfect information. In the new game we are guaranteed
to find a memory-less winning strategy for either the player or nature, and the strategy can be
translated back into a finite-memory strategy for the original game.

When the construction is generalized to multi-player games, however, some important proper-
ties are lost. Among other things, it appears we no longer get a game of perfect information when
applying the Multi-player KBSC (MKBSC), and the constructed game may overapproximate the
original game, losing strategies in the process. Since this construction usually creates a game of
imperfect information it is possible to apply the construction again, gaining further information
about the game. It still holds that a winning memory-less strategy found in any of these con-
structed games can be translated back into a winning strategy in the original game, which is why
the MKBSC may still help in strategy synthesis.

1.1 Problem Formulation
In this work, we aim to investigate what properties in a game cause the constructed game to behave
in certain ways. In particular, we are interested in:

1. When does the construction, applied to a multi-player game of imperfect information, yield
a game which is more useful than the original game for synthesizing winning strategies for
the coalition? How does the constructed game reflect the agents’ knowledge of each others’
knowledge of the game state?

Another problem, more relevant for the implementation part of the work, is:

2. What features in a game cause the size of the constructed games to exponentially increase in
size when iterating the construction? How can these games be modified to instead stabilize?

1.2 Approach
We approached our research questions by implementing the construction as a Python library, which
lets us compute the constructed game structures much faster than by hand. We then studied the
behavior of certain game graphs, trying to find properties of the games which might cause them
to diverge. Our aim was to isolate subgraphs, observation partitionings, player counts etc. which
can be associated with either the stabilization or divergence of games by studying enough graphs.
We tried to explain these properties epistemically, and argue for when the constructed games are
of use in strategy synthesis.

1.3 Delimitations
In this work we look at multi-player games of a coalition of agents (players) against a single,
omniscient opponent referred to as nature. We allow these games to be of imperfect information
and allow no communication between the players, but assume that they have full knowledge of the
game structure itself. We do not perform any strategy synthesis ourselves, but rather argue how
the games should perform under synthesis of memory-less and finite-memory strategies.
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1.4 Novelty and Contribution
Since the application of the classic KBSC to multi-player games is a relatively novel idea, there is
as of yet uncertainty as to its properties and usefulness. We hope that this work may contribute
to the general understanding of the MKBSC, the development of easily-explained examples of its
behavior and possibly even ideas for general proofs of its properties.

2 Background
The most important concept in this work is multi-player games of imperfect information. To better
understand these, we begin by introducing single-player games of perfect information and expand
upon them. We approach the multi-player knowledge-based subset construction in the same way,
by first introducing the single-player KBSC and then relating it to the multi-player KBSC.

2.1 Single-player games against nature
A single-player game against nature, also known as a two-player or one-and-a-half-player game, is
played on a game structure that can be represented as a graph. A two-player game structure of
perfect information is formally defined as a tuple

G = 〈L, l0,Σ,∆〉

where L is a finite set of states that are represented as vertices in the graph, l0 ∈ L is the initial state
where the player starts the game, Σ is a finite set of actions, called an alphabet, and ∆ ⊆ L×Σ×L
is a set of transitions between two states labeled by an action, represented by a labeled, directed
edge in the graph. For a set of states S ⊆ L and an action σ ∈ Σ, let

PostGσ (S) = {l′ ∈ L : l ∈ S and (l, σ, l′) ∈ ∆}

return all states that is possible to access from the set of states S with the action σ.
A turn-based game is played on the game structure wherein each turn the player chooses an

action σ ∈ Σ from a state l ∈ L, and nature selects a transition (l, σ, l′) ∈ ∆ resulting in the
next state l′ ∈ L. There may exist several transitions from one state with a specific action, so the
nondeterminism is resolved by nature. A play π = l0σ0l1 . . . is a sequence of states and actions,
which will provide all necessary information of how an instance of a game was played. The win
condition of the game is decided by the objective ϕ of the game, which is a set of plays that we
accept as winning. If the play satisfies the objective, we say that the player has won the game,
otherwise we say that the player has lost or that nature has won.

The notation above is based on that found in Chatterjee et al. [1].

Imperfect information

It is not always the case, however, that the player knows exactly what the current state of the
game is. For instance, the temperature of a system may be important even though the controller
has no thermometer, making the controller unable to distinguish between two states which only
differ by temperature. If a player is unable to tell apart certain states we have a game of imperfect
information,

G = 〈L, l0,Σ,∆,O〉,
and the indistinguishable states belong to the same observation o ∈ O. An observation is a set of
states and O, the set of all observations, is a partitioning of the set of all states L. All states in
a given observation are indistinguishable to the player, and if each observation only contains one
state the game is considered to be of perfect information.

The notation for single-player games of imperfect information is also based on Chatterjee et al.
[1], but we consider the observations to be sets of states directly rather than requiring a mapping
γ : O → 2L\∅.

As an example, let us assume we have a factory which produces paint, where the department
responsible for the production of orange paint has recently been completely automatized. In one
section, a robot receives cans of either white or yellow paint, and is tasked with adding red paint
or asking another robot to swap the can for a yellow one. The catch is that the first robot cannot
tell the difference between yellow and white paint. We can model the situation as a game, which
is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: In this game, a robot is mixing paint and wants to produce cans of orange paint. It can
retrieve cans of yellow or white paint, but cannot differ between the two. It can add red paint or
send the can away to a different robot which is guaranteed to send a yellow can back.

The game in figure 1 is an example of a game of imperfect information. The states are L =
{?, yellow, white, pink, orange} with the initial state l0 = ? ∈ L. The player in this game cannot
distinguish between state yellow ∈ L and white ∈ L, which is indicated by the red dotted line.
Thus, the set of observations is O = {o?, oyw, oo, op} = {{?}, {yellow, white}, {orange}, {pink}}.
The alphabet is Σ = (G,S,A) = (Get can, Swap can, Add red).

2.2 Multi-player games against nature
Multi-player games are similar to single-player games in that they are both played on a graph
with nature as an opponent, but in this case there is a coalition of multiple players cooperating to
satisfy a common objective. A multi-player game of imperfect information is a tuple

G = 〈L, l0,Σ,∆,O〉,

where L is a finite set of states, l0 ∈ L is the game’s initial state, Σ = Σ0 × Σ1 × ... × Σn−1 is a
finite alphabet of joint actions for the n participating players indexed 0 to n− 1, ∆ ⊆ L×Σ×L a
set of transitions labeled with the actions in Σ, and O = O0 ×O1 × ...×On−1 is a set of the joint
observations for all players, where each Oi partitions the states for that player.

Each player in the coalition may have different actions available to them in the game, however
all players still know exactly which states are in the game graph, as well as the action set of the
other players. Every turn, each player must choose an action independently of one another (i.e.
without knowing the other players’ choices), creating a joint action σ = (σ0, σ1, ..., σn−1) ∈ Σ. As
before, nature will choose the next state if there are several states that an action may lead to.

The notation above is based on that in Lundberg [2], but we use Oi in the definition of the
game for similarity with the single-player case, instead of defining Oi via an equivalence relation.
We also use joint action to denote what Lundberg refers to as an action profile. The below example
is a modified version of example 3.1.1 in the aforementioned paper.

Example

The complexity of the game structure increases when we introduce imperfect information to multi-
player games since every player has a different set of observations. For instance, in the paint factory
there are two robotic arms whose purpose is to make sure the red and yellow paint is correctly
blended, before lifting the cans onto a conveyor belt. One of the arms has no sensor and cannot
differentiate between a blended and a non-blended paint mix, while the other can. The robot arms
can get an unknown can of paint, they can both individually blend it, or individually lift it onto
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the conveyor belt. We can model this situation as a multi-player game of imperfect information,
which is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: A multi-player game of imperfect information in which two players cooperate to make sure
paint cans are well blended before lifting them onto a conveyor belt. Player 0 cannot differentiate
between a well blended and a non-blended paint can. Note that from the yellow and orange states
the game is completely deterministic with regards to the players’ actions.

In the game in figure 2, player 0 cannot differentiate between states blended ∈ L and
non-blended ∈ L, while player 1 can. Every transition in the game is labeled by a joint action, for
example the joint action (Get can, Get can) = (G,G). Since each player only knows the action
that they themselves take, and not the joint action of the coalition, multi-player games of imperfect
information are intrinsically more non-deterministic when viewed from a single player’s perspective.

Projection

When we project the game onto a certain player we look at the information available to that specific
player. All the states from the original game are kept, but the joint actions on the transitions are
replaced with only the player’s action. Furthermore, only that player’s observations are kept in the
projected game. We denote the projection of the game G onto player i by G|i. The result when
projecting the game in figure 2 is shown in figure 3. We note that while the multi-player game is
deterministic in the blended and non-blended states in the sense that if we know the current state
and the joint action, we know what the next state will be, the single-player game is not.

The notation for the projection of multi-player games is based on unpublished notes by Goranko,
Gurov, and Lundberg [3].
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Figure 3: The game from figure 2 as seen from player 0’s perspective. In this new game, the other
player’s different actions are modeled by non-determinism. Note, for instance, that this player
is unsure whether lifting the can when it is blended will be successful or not, even though the
coalition’s opponent (nature) in the original game has no say in the matter.

2.3 Objectives and Strategies
Two central concepts in strategy synthesis are objectives and strategies, which define what the
players are trying to accomplish in a game and how they do it, respectively. We explain these
terms briefly, mostly focusing on the parts we will use in further examples. Both sections are
based on the definitions in Chatterjee et al. [1].

Objectives

An objective ϕ is formally defined by a set of plays which are considered to be winning. Although
a multitude of different types of objectives can be defined, we will mostly utilize reachability
objectives in our examples. A reachability objective can be defined by a set of target observations
T and the requirement that an observation o ∈ T is observed at least once. For instance, in
the game in figure 2 the goal is to reach the state accepted where the paint can is blended and
safely placed on the conveyor belt. Thus the only marked observation is the singleton observation
{accepted}, and T = {{accepted}}.

One should note that the objective is not needed in the definition of a game. Certain properties
of a game can be explored without explicitly specifying what the players are trying to accomplish,
and we can have games where the players simply aimlessly "wander the board".

Strategies

To make sure that a play fulfills an objective (i.e. that the game is won), the player(s) play the
game according to a strategy. In games of imperfect information a memory-less, deterministic
strategy α is a mapping from observations to actions, deciding what action a player should take
when provided with a certain observation. There are strategies which use finite memory to fulfill
the objective, however these strategies are usually much harder to synthesize than memory-less
strategies, which makes memory-less strategies preferable. A strategy can be said to be sure
winning if every possible play when the strategy is followed fulfills the objective. Just like there
are many different objectives, there are a number of different ways to define more general strategies
using memory or randomization. One should note that there is not always a winning strategy, just
as there may be multiple winning strategies.

As an example, consider the game in figure 4. There are three observations

O = {oS , oLR, oG} = {{Start}, {Left, Right}, {Goal}}
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Figure 4: A single-player game with a sure winning, memory-less, observation-based strategy
marked in blue. The states Left and Right belong to the same observation.

in this game and the target is T = {oG}. We see that both actions a and b in Start can result
in either Left or Right, so we can assign either action to Start. The game can reach Goal if the
player chooses b in Left, but we need to assign the action to the whole observation oLR and some
complications will arise if we choose b in Right. Choosing b there lets nature pick Start, which
would put the game in an infinite loop never reaching Goal. If we instead assign a to oLR, we will
always win from Right and always move to Right from Left. Thus the strategy is complete.

In multi-player games each player i is assigned an observation-based strategy αi, in what is
called a joint uniform strategy {αi}i<n (Lundberg [2]). Each player’s strategy must be consistent
with their own observation partitioning, making strategy synthesis in multi-player games a complex
problem.

2.4 Knowledge-Based Subset Construction
The Knowledge-Based Subset Construction (KBSC) is a useful tool for synthesizing strategies for
single-player games of imperfect information. The idea behind it is to create a new game where
the states represent the player’s knowledge of the original game, where knowledge is a set of the
states that the game can be in. We base our definition of the KBSC on the one in Chatterjee et al.
[1].

The construction

Consider the game in figure 1. The player’s action Get can in the initial state ? can lead to either
state yellow or white, and the player will not know which. Thus we create a transition from
the initial state {?} to the state {yellow, white}. From states yellow and white there is only
one transition each for action Swap can, and both of these end in state yellow. Thus the player
knows that if they take action Swap can in state {yellow, white}, the set of possible next states
will be {yellow}. Taking action Add red in {yellow, white} may result in either state orange
(if the original state was yellow) or pink (if the original state was white), but the player can
differentiate between these two states. Thus there are two transitions for action Add red from
{yellow, white}, ending in {orange} and {pink}. The rest is trivial as the singleton knowledge
states will have transitions equivalent to their original counterparts. The result is shown in figure
5.

Formally, the construct can be defined by introducing a new game structure of perfect information

GK = 〈L, {l0},Σ,∆K〉.

Here, L = 2L\{∅} is the powerset (set of all subsets) of L, {l0} is the new initial state (representing
the knowledge that the game is in l0), Σ is the same as in G, and ∆K ⊆ L×Σ×L is the new set
of transitions between sets s ∈ L defined by

∆K =
{

(s1, σ, s2) : s2 = PostGσ (s1) ∩ o 6= ∅ for some o ∈ O
}
.
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Figure 5: The resulting game when applying the KBSC to the game in figure 1. Finding a
memory-less, location-based winning strategy is easy in this game, and it can be translated back
into a finite-memory, observation-based winning strategy in the original game.

That is, for each subset s1 ∈ L we construct a set of all the states the game may be in if we take
action σ ∈ Σ in any state in s1. Every non-empty intersection s2 ∈ L of that set with any other
observation o is an endpoint in a transition (s1, σ, s2).

Implementation-wise, we can reduce the exponential size of L in two steps. As there may be
no sets of states where the states are in different observations (Lemma 3.1 in Chatterjee et al. [1]),
as no such confusion in the player’s knowledge can arise, we can instead consider an L which is
the union of the individual powerset of every observation. Using this definition we note that in the
example above, while L = {{?}, {yellow}, {white}, {yellow, white}, {orange}, {pink}} contains
{white}, this new state is not reachable in GK . This means the player can never know for sure
that the game is in white and only white, and as the state is redundant we can exclude it from
the graph. Thus we can further restrict L to only include the reachable sets of states.

Properties

One important property for strategy synthesis is the preservation of strategies between G and
GK . It can be shown (Theorem 3.4 in Chatterjee et al. [1]) that the player has a deterministic,
observation-based winning strategy in G if and only if they also have a deterministic winning
strategy in GK for a given objective ϕ. Another important observation is that the constructed
game GK always is of perfect information.

2.5 Multi-Player Knowledge-Based Subset Construction
The Multi-player Knowledge-Based Subset Construction (MKBSC) proposed in Lundberg [2] at-
tempts to generalize the single-player version to coalitions of multiple concurrent players. The idea
is the same, but additional complexity is added due to the fact that the states in the constructed
game now represent separate knowledge for each individual player. This results in both an increase
in the number of new states and, usually, imperfect information in the constructed game as well.

The construction

We define the MKBSC in three steps as in the notes by Goranko, Gurov, and Lundberg [3], in a
different manner from Lundberg [2]. We begin by projecting the game G onto each player, yielding
a new, single-player game G|i for each player where the other players’ actions are modeled by
non-determinism. We then apply the regular KBSC to each of these games, resulting in games
(G|i)K . We then combine these games through a synchronous product and finally get

GK = (G|0)
K × (G|1)

K × . . .× (G|n−1)
K
.

The synchronous product takes n single-player games and combines them into an n-player game
by essentially playing the games concurrently. It is usually followed by a pruning operation which
removes all inconsistent or unreachable knowledge states.

For brevity, we will combine the product and the pruning into a single operation. Let G =
〈L, l0,Σ,∆,O〉 be the original game, G0, G1, . . . , Gn−1 be the projected knowledge-based games
(G|i)K = Gi to combine, one for each player, and GK = 〈L, `0,Σ,∆K ,OK〉 be the resulting game
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we aim to construct. We start by setting `0 = (l00, l
1
0, . . . , l

n−1
0 ) and adding it to L. For every

possible σ ∈ Σ we calculate

s = PostGσ

(⋂
i<n

li0

)
and

si =
{
l ∈ PostG

i

σi

(
li0
)

: l ∩ s 6= ∅
}
,

where σi is the action of player i in the joint action σ. We then generate every tuple of subsets `
which satisfies that `i ∈ si and

⋂
i<n `i 6= ∅ and add it to L. We also add a transition (`0, σ, `) to

∆K . This process is repeated for every state that is added to L until no more unique states are
generated and all states in L have been processed.

The observation partitioning OKi for each player is then generated by the rule that two states
` and `′ are in the same observation for player i if and only if that player’s knowledge in the
two states, `i and `′i, are equal. The projected games describe what the players experience in the
original game. Applying the KBSC to these games yield new games which describe the players’
knowledge of their own experience, but not that of the other players. When we now combine the
games into a single, larger game there may be states which represent the same knowledge for a
player. These states will then belong to the same observation due to their indistinguishability.

A state in L in a multi-player knowledge-based game GK will contain the knowledge of every
player, creating a level of epistemic depth now that every player have information about what every
other player knows for each given state.

Example

Figure 6: The resulting game when applying the MKBSC to the game in figure 2. The knowledge
of player 0 is represented by the left set of states in every state, and the knowledge of player 1
is represented by the right set of states in every state. It is not possible to find a memory-less
observation-based winning strategy for this game. However, this knowledge-based game contains
more information than the original game it is based on.

When applying the MKBSC to the game G in figure 2, we get the resulting game GK in figure 6.
From the game in figure 2, where both players have the initial state li0 = {?}, we can create the
initial state for the game GK : `0 = (l00, l

1
0) = ({?}, {?}). For every joint action σ available in `0 we

use PostG
i

σ (`0) with the individually KBSC-ed games Gi to generate the possible set of states si
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for both players. We get s0 = {{blended, non-blended}}, and s1 = {{blended}, {non-blended}}
for the players, where blended is illustrated by a orange circle and non-blended is illustrated
by a yellow circle in figure 6. We can now create every possible tuple of sets of states which
follow the rules above as new states `1 = ({blended, non-blended}, {non-blended}) and `2 =
({blended, non-blended}, {blended}) in GK . We add a transition for every available action (in
this case just (G,G)) with the initial state `0 to the states `1 and `2. Using the new states `1
and `2 we continue with the process (i.e. compute PostG

i

σ (`1) etc.) until we have created all the
possible states and transitions.

We create the observations oi for both players according to the rules above, creating an obser-
vation partitioning illustrated by the dotted lines in figure 6. Player 0 cannot distinguish between
the states ({blended, non-blended}, {non-blended}) and ({blended, non-blended}, {blended}),
illustrated by the red dotted line, since the player has the same knowledge in both states. The same
goes for player 1 with the states ({blended}, {blended}) and ({blended, non-blended}, {blended}),
illustrated by the blue dotted line. Due to the fact that the player’s own knowledge is the same in
both states it has no way to differ between them. The result is the constructed game GK as seen
in figure 6.

Iteration

Figure 7: The resulting game when applying the MKBSC to the game in figure 6. The states
now contain knowledge of the knowledge of all players. In this game we can find a memory-
less, observation-based winning strategy, which can then be translated into an observation-based
winning strategy with finite memory for the original game.

Unlike a single-player knowledge-based game created by the KBSC, a multi-player knowledge-based
game may still contain an observation partitioning for every player in the game, allowing us to
apply the MKBSC again! Using the MKBSC on the knowledge-based multi-player game GK in
figure 6 will create a another game

(
GK
)K

= G2K , which can be found in figure 7. This time the
set of states L in G2K will contain the knowledge of the players about their own knowledge, as
well as the knowledge of every other player, creating another level of epistemic depth (Lundberg
[2]). Not only does a player have knowledge about what state every other player thinks they are
in, the player also has knowledge of every other player’s knowledge of the state each player thinks
the game is in.
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Properties

As seen in the example above, a crucial difference between the single- and multi-player KBSCs is
that the MKBSC does not in general provide a game of perfect information for all players, making
arbitrary strategy synthesis in the constructed game equally difficult as in the base game. We do
know, however, that applying the MKBSC yields a game in which it is easier to find memory-less
strategies, and that if such a strategy is found it can be translated back into a finite-memory
strategy in the base game (Lundberg [2]). This is true even if the construction has been iterated.

The multi-player construction does not maintain the perfect strategy preservation of its single-
player counterpart either. As seen in the section below, applying the MKBSC and performing
memory-less strategy synthesis in not enough to determine if there exists a winning, finite-memory
strategy in the base game. In fact, it is impossible to transform a finite game of imperfect infor-
mation into a finite game of perfect information and preserve every winning strategy (Berwanger,
Kaiser, and Puchala [4]).

Overapproximation

While the MKBSC creates a knowledge-based game that reduces the uncertainty of the players
regarding the states they are in, it can also result in an over-approximation of the original game
with regards to strategy (Goranko, Gurov, and Lundberg [3]). Consider the game G in figure
8 where state 3 is the target of a reachability objective. Neither player can distinguish between
states 1 and 2, however there is still a winning memory-less strategy. By assigning the joint action
(a, b) in the initial state 0, the players will arrive in state 1, though neither player will be sure of
it as they do not know what action the other player took. To reach state 3 any joint action will
suffice, so the strategy is complete. Applying the MKBSC to the game G in figure 8 will yield the
knowledge-based game GK as seen in figure 9. However, no winning strategy can be found in GK
since every possible joint action that reaches the winning state also goes back to the initial state.
The knowledge for both players are the same in G, and GK .

The strategy in the game G can be found since the joint action to go from state 0 to state 1,
and from state 1 to state 3 is deterministic. This is not the case for any single action the player
can choose in the projected game. The states in GK represent the individual knowledge for both
players combined into one graph, and any single action a player chooses from 0 can lead to both
1 and 2. Thus the state ({2, 1}, {2, 1}) is created in GK . Transitions from both 1 and 2 has to
be considered when synthesizing a strategy in GK . Therefore any joint action from ({2, 1}, {2, 1})
becomes non-deterministic, and no winning strategy can be found.

Figure 8: A game G with a winning, memory-less, joint uniform strategy marked in blue. In this
graph, (-) means that every joint action has a transition to the indicated state.
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Figure 9: When applying the MKBSC to the game G in figure 8, no winning strategy can be found
since every possible joint action which moves to the winning state also moves to ({0}, {0}).

2.6 Related work
Berwanger, Kaiser, and Puchala [4] approach the problem of strategy synthesis in multi-player
games of imperfect information by means of an epistemic unfolding. Their construction aims to
produce a large single-player game of perfect information, equivalent to the original game. This is
done by creating an infinite tree structure containing epistemic models (objects representing the
players’ knowledge), as finite game structures of perfect information cannot be strategy preserving.

A different method is used by Calta, Shkatov, and Schlingloff [5]. By modeling the multi-agent
systems of imperfect information using Concurrent Epistemic Game Structures they present an
algorithm for memory-less uniform strategy synthesis, and show that it is of exponential complexity
in the worst case.

Yet another approach is found in De Giacomo et al. [6], where the authors generalize a belief-
state construction to allow for imperfect information games of infinite size. They do not explore
multi-player games, however.

3 Problem and Method
In this section we elaborate on our interpretation of the problem formulation and detail our ap-
proach, and describe the implementation and the definitions used for the tested graph elements.

3.1 Usefulness for strategy synthesis
As the MKBSC is a relatively novel concept which has not (yet) been well established in literature,
there is not much known as to its usefulness in synthesizing strategies. What we do know is that
if the construction would give us a game in which a memory-less uniform strategy for the coalition
can be found, the strategy can be translated back into a finite-memory uniform strategy in the
base game, and thus we would have had some use of the construction.

The issue is that even though a memory-less strategy in the constructed game can be translated
back into a finite memory strategy, it is not guaranteed that the construction will yield a memory-
less strategy when there exists a finite-memory strategy in the original game. Since there currently
are no known ways of determining whether the construction (or any number of iterations thereof)
will yield a useful game beforehand, and since the construction is computationally demanding
for even moderately sized games, it is uncertain whether it would be more efficient to run finite-
memory synthesis on the base game or memory-less synthesis on each constructed graph. A relevant
question in the latter case is how many iterations of the construction we need to analyze.

Checking when further iteration of the construction is unnecessary can be done by comparing
a constructed game with its previous iteration. As we have seen before the MKBSC in general
yields a game of imperfect information, meaning we cannot rely on it to produce a game of perfect
information for simple strategy synthesis. There are examples, however, where the graph of the
constructed game GnK for some number of iterations n is isomorphic to the graph of the next
iteration G(n+1)K , sometimes even with regards to the observation partitioning. This suggests
that the game has been saturated with information and that there is no use further iterating the
construction, and raises the question what the games for which this occur have in common.

3.2 Implementation
To aid in the computation and analysis of the games the MKBSC was implemented as a tool in
a Python library. The states and transitions in the games were modeled as vertices and edges in
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graphs via NetworkX [7], which was also used for operators such as Post, isomorphism checking
and exporting renderable game graphs. Functionality more closely related to game theory was
added on top, such as projection, the single- and multi-player KBSCs, and serialization of games.
While we are unable to explore every part of the construction, the intent is that the toolkit can be
built upon and used in future research into the construction.

Documentation and a usage tutorial can be found in the appendix, and the library can be
downloaded from the GitHub Repository [8]. Some examples of the pictures generated by the
package can be found in the figures 8, 11 and 14.

3.3 Graphs experimented on
The implemented MKBSC was used on a number of different test graphs in order to study the
properties of the knowledge-based game with respect to the original game. Graphs for which the
knowledge-based construction would eventually stabilize after a number of iterations were studied,
as were graphs for which did it not, and patterns in the original graph that explained these
behaviors were looked for.

Classification of graph features

While presenting a general classification of multi-player games of imperfect information is a project
out of scope of this work, we still look at some features and study how they behave under the
MKBSC. One important such feature is observation overlap, defined as follows. Let i and j be two
different players, and let oi ∈ Oi and oj ∈ Oj be an observation from each respective player. If

|oi| > 1 and |oj | > 1, and oi ∩ oj 6= ∅,

for any combination of observations for any combination of players, we say that the game has an
observation overlap.

4 Results
We describe the results of our experiments, including a key point about the isomorphism of game
graphs. We also list a few notable games and try to explain why the behave as they do.

4.1 Graph stabilization
The behavior of certain game subgraphs under iterated applications of the MKBSC was successfully
identified. We noted that all tested games which did not feature any observation overlaps stabilized.
We also noted that seemingly all games without cycles stabilized as well. Observation overlaps
and cycles are not the only requirements for divergence, though, as there are examples of games
featuring both which stabilize. See for instance the Triangle Observers game with initial state 2 in
figure 11, which stabilizes after 2 iterations.

One thing of note is that if the graph of a game GnK is isomorphic to the graph of the next
iteration G(n+1)K , the graph of G(n+1)K would always be isomorphic to the graph of G(n+2)K and
have an equivalent observation partitioning. In fact, the graphs of all following games {GmK}m>n+1

are isomorphic to G(n+1)K with equivalent observations. See figure 10 for an example.

Figure 10: The multi-player game in figure 2 stabilizes at n = 1 iteration, after which all games
are isomorphic to GK and have equivalent observations to G2K .
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We also observed that while the construction in general (exponentially) increases the number of
states in the game, there were certain edge cases where the constructed game actually shrunk. We
have already seen such a game in figure 9. We believe this to be due to the states in the observation
being impossible to ever differentiate between for both players. Any action that a player might
take which could cause the game to go to a certain state in the observation could just as well
go to any other state in the observation. In other words, any proper subset of the observation
is unreachable from the initial states in the projected, constructed graphs (G|i)K . Relating this
to the earlier point about overapproximation in the MKBSC, this could be a similar effect since
having multiple equivalent states hidden behind a single observation is an overapproximation in
itself.

4.2 Games of interest
We list two types of games which behave in an interesting way when the construction is iterated.
One is stable or diverges very slowly, while the other diverges faster than exponentially.

Triangle Observers

In this game, a railbus is moving between three stations (Zeroville, Onestead and Twotown – 0,
1 and 2) on a circular track. Between 0 and 2 there is a steep slope which the bus’s engine is
too weak to go up. Two permanent passengers on the bus are looking out the window on the left
and right side, respectively, whenever the bus arrives at a station. However, stations 0 and 1 look
almost the same on the left side, and stations 0 and 2 look very similar on the right side. The bus
does not move according to a schedule, but rather picks up passengers erratically and may visit
the same station twice in a row.

This game efficiently illustrates that simply changing the initial state can have a dramatic effect
on graph stability. As seen in table 1, the game with initial state 0 in figure 11 diverges, albeit
very slowly, while the game with initial state 2 stabilizes at GK with four nodes.

Figure 11: The Triangle Observers games with initial states 0 and 2 respectively. The game has
only one joint action, (a, a), which is not drawn in the picture as it is the same for every transition.
The game has no clear goal and the players simply measure the environment, which can be any
state in a given turn, except in state 2 after 0. The left game diverges, while the right game
stabilizes.

Initial state Number of states in G GK G2K G3K . . . G30K

0 3 5 9 12 . . . 7186
2 3 4 4 (iso.) 4 (iso., equiv. obs.) . . . 4

Table 1: The sizes of the different constructed games from figure 11.
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Cycle Observers
The local governor decided to expand on the railbus in the example above, adding tracks to two
more towns (Threeholm and Fourshire - 3 and 4). The track over the steep slope between 0 and
2 was disassembled, and a track between 0 and 3 was added. This time three passengers are on
the railbus: player 0 cannot differentiate between stations 0, 1 and 2, player 1 cannot differentiate
between stations 2, 3 and 4, and player 2 cannot differentiate between stations 3, 4 and 0. As in
the previous case, the bus moves erratically and may visit the same station several times in a row.

The game in figure 12 illustrates how fast the iteration can diverge when the games has more
players and a complicated pattern of transitions. The number of states in the constructed games
can be seen in table 2, where it reaches over a million states in the seventh iteration. The factor
with which the number of states increase between the iteration is not constant, but increases as
well, suggesting the growth is faster than exponential.

Figure 12: The Cycle Observers game with initial state 0. The game has only one joint action,
(a, a, a), which is not drawn in the picture as it is the same for every transition. The game has no
clear goal and the three players simply measure the environment. This game diverges quickly, as
the seventh iteration has over a million states.

Number of states in G GK G2K G3K G4K G5K G6K G7K

5 18 76 418 2 864 23 631 195 344 1 740 170

Table 2: The sizes of the constructed games from figure 12. G7K took several minutes to generate,
and G8K was expected to take so long that the iteration was canceled.
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5 Analysis
While we have dealt with game stabilization during our experiments, we should point out that we
have not actually proven that the divergent games will never stabilize. We have, however, let the
iteration run for a long time while keeping track of the number of states, which usually increase
exponentially. When an iteration takes upwards of a minute to calculate and contains several
hundred thousand states, we consider the game to diverge in a practical sense, since relying on
such a huge computation for the possibility of a successful strategy synthesis is unrealistic in any
proper usage scenario.

It is possible to model different (distributed) autonomous decision problems as games of im-
perfect information. The knowledge-based subset construction can then be used as a tool to find
strategies for the game, and thus for the original problem. As we have seen, some games exhibit di-
vergent behavior when the construction is applied repeatedly, and most of the extra states created
in the divergent games will probably not add much to the strategy synthesis. These knowledge-
based states will only contain a very specific combination of knowledge for the players, and will
most likely not be of any help when finding a winning strategy, only adding more complexity to the
knowledge-based game. Therefore the construction is more useful to use on problems modeled as
games without many cycles and observation overlaps, as those features increase the risk of creating
a divergent game.

The epistemic aspect of game divergence

We believe the that the divergence of games under iteration is due to a feedback loop in the players’
knowledge of each other’s knowledge. If the game contains an observation overlap with a cycle,
we could have that while a game actually stays within the same few states, one player sees that
the other could change observation. When the construction is iterated, the first player has to take
into account that the second player may think that the first player is in another observation. The
second player then has to consider that the first player may believe that the second player is in
yet another observation, and so on. While the construction still increases the players’ knowledge
when this occurs, the constructed games become so bloated with possible knowledge states that
any prospect of efficient strategy synthesis is lost.

The fact that there are games which are isomorphic under the MKBSC is also interesting from
an epistemic perspective. It would suggest that the players’ knowledge is as complete as it can be.
While we are unable to explain why this behavior appears, it is an interesting subject for further
study.
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Information in iterated states

Figure 13: The constructed game GK of the divergent version of the Triangle Observers game in
figure 11.

Figure 14: The constructed game G2K of the divergent version of the Triangle Observers game in
figure 11.

While the actual meaning of the content in the states in the constructed games can be difficult to
understand at first (not to mention efficiently display in a graph), especially in G2K , G3K etc., there
is a way to interpret the content of the states. The marked state in figure 13, ({1, 0}, {0}), represents
the state in the game when player 0 knows that the game is in either state 1 or state 0, and player 1
knows that the game is in state 0. In the next iteration, seen in figure 14, the knowledge in the states
start to reflect on the other player’s knowledge. In the marked state, ({10− 1, 10− 0}, {10− 0}),
which could also have been written ({({1, 0}, {1}), ({1, 0}, {0})}, {({1, 0}, {0})}), player 0 knows
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that GK is in either state ({1, 0}, {1}) or ({1, 0}, {0}). That is to say, player 0 knows that the base
game G is in either state 1 or 0, and that player 1 either knows that the base game is in state
1 or in state 0. Player 0 knows that player 1 can tell the difference between states 1 and 0, and
a strategy synthesis can make player 0 rely on player 1’s knowledge without player 1 explicitly
communicating it, but player 0 themselves cannot tell the difference. In the marked state in G2K ,
player 1 on the other hand knows that GK is in state ({1, 0}, {0}), which means that player 1
knows that they themselves know that the base game is in state 0, and that player 0 knows that
the base game is in one of states 1 and 0 but cannot tell which.

This reflection upon each other’s knowledge becomes even more complex when we consider
the case of more than two cooperating players. In this work we have mainly focused on two
cooperating players, in some cases studying three, since more players cause the game graphs to be
nigh unintelligible.

Figure 15: The constructed game G2K of the divergent version of the Triangle Observers game in
figure 11. In this figure only the consistent base of the states are displayed, i.e. the state in the
base game that it represents.

We experimented with a way of reducing clutter in the constructed games by only displaying the
consistent base of the states, by which we mean the set of possible states which is consistent between
all players. For instance, if player 0 knows that the current state of the game is an l ∈ {0, 1, 2},
player 1 knows that l ∈ {1, 2}, and player 2 knows that l ∈ {2, 3}, the joint knowledge of the
coalition is that the game is in l ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∩ {1, 2} ∩ {2, 3} = {2}. The consistent base rendering
of the game G2K in figure 14 is shown in figure 15. We note that an equivalent of the base game
G can be found as a subgraph in both GK and G2K , in the latter case in the three states furthest
to the left in figure 15. GK cannot be found as a subgraph in G2K , however, suggesting this is not
a general property of divergent games (as GK is a divergent game in its own regard) but rather a
curious coincidence in this example. We also note that all the states’ bases are singletons, which
is often the case but not always, as there may be overapproximated games like the one in figure 9
where would be multiple states in a base.

Continued research

As mentioned above, we hope that the toolkit developed here can be used and built upon in the
future to facilitate the research into the MKBSC. Some areas which could be considered for future
research are the properties of games which allows for memory-less strategies in the knowledge-based
game, and expanding on our results with rigorous proofs.
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6 Conclusion
We found certain game elements which are needed to cause the game to diverge under the iterated
application of the MKBSC. From what we have seen, both cycles and observation overlaps are
among the properties needed for the games to diverge, causing a feedback loop in which the games
are bloated with redundant information. If the games do stabilize, i.e. have an iteration in which
the constructed game is isomorphic to the previous game, there is a limit to the number of games
that need to be tested for strategy synthesis. This is not the case for divergent games, which are
instead filled with what we believe is redundant information, and for which this approach to finding
strategies is less suitable. It is still unsure if the MKBSC is efficient enough to be used in arbitrary
real-world applications, as the complexity increases quickly in both number of cooperating players
and state and transition counts.
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Documentation

The project has been commented with Python docstrings, so detailed information about the classes and
methods can be found by running pydoc3 -b from the project’s root folder and opening the mkbsc module
in the browser. While each method has an explanation of its use and parameters, the code itself is less
commented as well as a bit messy in some places (one of the authors was a bit too fond of list comprehensions).

Below is a quick rundown of some of the important classes and functions in the package. To use
them, simply import them into your script with e.g. from mkbsc import MultiplayerGame, export,
iterate_until_isomorphic.

MultiplayerGame

The most important class in the package. It can represent both single- and multi-player games. Instances of
this class should be considered to be immutable.

.create(content, initial, alphabet, transition_edges, state_groupings, **attributes)

Returns: An instance of MultiplayerGame

Creates and validates a new multi-player game. The attributes are optional and are passed to Graphviz
when exporting the game. How to format the arguments is described in detail in the tutorial below.

.project(player)

Returns: An instance of MultiplayerGame

Projects the game onto the specified (zero-indexed) player, the result being a single-player game.

.KBSC()

Returns: An instance of MultiplayerGame

Applies the appropriate Knowledge-Based Subset Construct to the game and returns the constructed game.

.isomorphic(other, consider_observations = False)

Returns: True or False

Checks if the graph of the game is isomorphic to that of other. By default, it only looks at the transitions
and initial states of the games. If consider_observations is True, it will also require the observations to
partition the games in the same way for them to be isomorphic.

.post(action, states)

Returns: A set of State objects

Implementation of the Post-operator. action is a (joint) action in the game’s alphabet, and states is an
iterable of State objects (just the knowledge in the states, e.g. [0, 2], will not work).

.state(knowledge)

Returns: An instance of State

Find the state in the game with the specified knowledge.
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.states_by_consistent_base(base)

Returns: A set of State objects

Get all State objects which are consistent with the specified base.

export(game, filename, view = True, folder = "pictures", epistemic = "nice", supress_edges
= False, group_observations = None, target_states = None, **kwargs)

Exports game as a PNG image in “filename.png”. If view is True, it also opens the picture afterwards.
folder specifies which directory to save the image in. epistemic determines how the information in the
states are rendered. The default is "nice", which tries to balance readability and compactness, and another
option is "isocheck", which only renders the consistent base of the states. If supress_edges is True, the
transitions in the graph will have no action labels. group_observations = True attempts to render dashed
boxes around the states in an observation rather than dashed, complete graphs between them, but is a bit
buggy and only works with single-player games. Finally, target_states is an iterable of the consistent
bases which should be marked in the rendered image. For example, [[3], [0, 1]] marks the states whose
consistent base is either {3} or {0, 1}. Can be used to mark states for reachability or safety objectives, for
instance. Any keyword parameters not mentioned here are passed on to the MultiplayerGame.to_dot()
function.

iterate_until_isomorphic(G, limit = -1, print_size = False, verbose = True)

Returns: A tuple (log, G_final, iso_type), where log is an iterable, G_final is a MultiplayerGame,
and iso_type is 0, 1 or 2.

Iterates the MKBSC on G until an iteration is isomorphic to the previous one with regards to observations,
or limit iterations has been completed. -1 disables the limit. If print_size is True, it will print the sizes
of the games as the iteration runs. If verbose is True, extra information is added to the printed message
and log. The retuned log will contain the same information which is printed with print_size set to True.
G_final will be the last game in the iteration, unless the last game is isomorphic to the second to last game
with regards to observations. In that case, G_final will be the second to last game. iso_type will be 0 if
the game did not stabilize, 1 if the last game was isomorphic to the second to last but not w.r.t. observations,
and 2 if the last game was isomorphic to the second to last w.r.t. observations.

Alphabet

Alphabet of actions for multi-player games. Can be iterated over or accessed by index to retrieve the players’
individual action alphabets as tuples.

.permute()

Returns: An iterator.

Yields every possible joint action. Usually used in loops, e.g. for joint_action in G.alphabet.permute().

State

The objects which contain the knowledge of all the players, and make up the vertices in the game graph. The
knowledge of a player can be accessed by index, e.g. s[1] for player 1’s knowledge in state s.
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.consistent_base()

Returns: A set of State objects.

Returns the states in the base game that are consistent with the knowledge in this state.

Tutorial

The tutorial assumes that the reader is familiar with multi-player games of imperfect information

When creating a game, main.py will usually look something like the following:

from mkbsc import MultiplayerGame, export, iterate_until_isomorphic

#states
L = [0, 1, 2]
#initial state
L0 = 0
#action alphabet
Sigma = (("w", "p"), ("w", "p"))
#action labeled transitions
Delta = [

(0, ("p", "p"), 0), (0, ("w", "w"), 0),
(0, ("w", "p"), 1), (0, ("p", "w"), 2),
(1, ("p", "p"), 1), (1, ("w", "w"), 1),
(1, ("w", "p"), 2), (1, ("p", "w"), 0),
(2, ("p", "p"), 2), (2, ("w", "w"), 2),
(2, ("w", "p"), 0), (2, ("p", "w"), 1)

]
#observation partitioning
Obs = [

[[0, 1], [2]],
[[0, 2], [1]]

]

#G is a MultiplayerGame-object
G = MultiplayerGame.create(L, L0, Sigma, Delta, Obs)

#operations on G below...

There are five components to a game:

• The states are represented by L, which is an iterable of unique numbers or strings. ['initial',
'good', 'bad', 'win', 'lose'] is valid, just like [0, 1, 2] or range(3) (which are equivalent).

• The initial state is represented by L0, an element in L.

• The action alphabet is represented by Sigma. Sigma is an iterable where the elements are the individual
action alphabets of each player. These individual action alphabets should be iterables of strings. For
example, if player 0 can wait or push the individual alphabet is ('wait', 'push'). If player 1 can
jump or push their action alphabet is ('jump', 'push'), and the total becomes Sigma = [('wait',
'push'), ('jump', 'push')]. If the actions are single letters (e.g. 'w' and 'p' for the former and
'j' and 'p' for the latter), the individual alphabet can be a single string ('wp' or 'jp'), and the total
Sigma can be written as ['wp', 'jp'].
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• The transitions are represented by Delta. Delta is an iterable where the elements define the specific
transitions. The elements are 3-tuples (or equivalent iterables) such as (0, ('wait', 'push'), 1),
which would represent a transition from state 0 to state 1 with the joint action ('wait', 'push').
Just like in the alphabets, if the actions are single letters (here 'w' and 'p'), the transition could be
written as (0, 'wp', 1). The Ellipsis object in Python, written as ..., can be used to indicate that
every joint action should lead between the specified states. In the example above, (0, ..., 1) would
expand to (0, 'ww', 1), (0, 'wp', 1), (0, 'pw', 1), and (0, 'pp', 1). Furthermore, there is a
quick way to specify that an action should lead to multiple states. Writing a set of receiving states,
such as in (0, 'wp', {1, 2}), expands to (0, 'wp', 1) and (0, 'wp', 2). These features can be
combined - for example, (0, ..., {0, 1}) means that every joint action can lead to either 0 or 1.

• The observation partitionings is represented by Obs, which is an iterable of the partitioning of each
player. An observation is defined as an iterable of states, e.g. [1, 2] for an equivalence between 1 and
2. Singleton observations are allowed as well, e.g. [0]. These are combined in an iterable for each
player, for instance [[1, 2], [0]], in which every state must occur exactly once. In a partitioning, the
Ellipsis ... can be used to signal that all states which do not occur should form singleton observations.
That is, [[0, 1], ...] could replace player 0’s partitioning in the example file above.

#continuation of the above file example

#we export the game to see what it looks like
#the resulting image is saved to "pictures/G.png" and should open automatically
export(G, "G")

#we can apply the MKBSC to G by simply calling G.KBSC()
GK = G.KBSC()

#we can apply the MKBSC again to the constructed game in the same way,
#or construct G2K directly by G.KBSC().KBSC()
G2K = GK.KBSC()

#we can project any multi-player game onto a player as follows
G2K0 = G2K.project(0)

#we export this game as well, but do not open it automatically
#we also mark all states which correspond to state 0 in G
export(G2K0, "G2K0", view = False, target_states = [[0]])

#we iterate the MKBSC until the game stabilizes, but at most ten times
#during the iteration we print the sizes to the console
log, G_final, iso = iterate_until_isomorphic(G, 10, True)

#we export the resulting game but only render the consistent base of the states,
#as the image otherwise would be very large
export(G_final, "very_iterated_G", view = False, epistemic = "isocheck")

IV
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